Feedback assignment #1

General remarks:

- avoid short and simple sentences
- avoid the passive voice
- avoid there constructions (there have been)

new designed budget draft : the latest budget draft

Brussel : Brussels

transition : strategy / direction ?

third largest : third-largest

unindebted : there is no country in Europe that has no debts

States : states (countries; not like the US)

yields : ?

3,8 : 3.8

440 Billions € : €440bn (or 440bn euros)

has with 3 Trillion € larger debts than Greece : syn (Italy’s 3tn of debt dwarf Greece’s …)
Sequently: Furthermore?

access on: to

italian: capitalize

Trillion: trillion

Billions: billion

Totally: In total,

Euro: euro

Crisis: crisis

US-Dollar: US dollar

strongly challenge: ?


Makes little sense:

till it does not involve other unindebted European States

Grade (if graded): 3.3